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(54) THERMAL PRINTER WITH HEAT CONTROLLER

(57) A thermal printer (1) according to an embodi-
ment includes a communication interface (105) that re-
ceives print data from an external device. A thermal print
head (111) thermally prints on a sheet, line by line ac-
cording to the received print data. A motor (107) drives
a roller (109) to transport the sheet, line by line according
to the received print data. A processor (101) determines,
for a current print line, a target transport speed for trans-
porting the sheet, and retrieves one or more intermediate
speeds that are defined in advance and are between a
current transport speed of transporting the sheet and the
target transport speed. The processor (101) controls the
motor (107) to transport the sheet at each determined
intermediate speed and the target transport speed, se-
quentially. The thermal print head (111) is heated in ac-
cordance with predetermined heating control information
corresponding to the determined intermediate speed
closest to the current speed.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] Embodiments described herein relate generally
to a thermal printer with a heat controller.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A thermal printer used for a POS (point-of-sale)
terminal controls the transport speed of a recording me-
dium such as a receipt paper according to the print rate
of print data printed on the recording medium. Also, the
thermal printer includes a plurality of heat generating el-
ements arrayed in a direction orthogonal to the transport
direction, and drives the heat generating elements,
based on a pulse signal with a predetermined pulse width
corresponding to the transport speed.
[0003] The thermal printer needs to properly control
the heat generating elements until a target transport
speed is reached. If control information for the heat gen-
erating elements is provided for each available transport
speed in combination with a target transport speed, the
number of pieces of control information of the heat gen-
erating elements increases as the number of available
transport speeds increases. For example, if there are
three available transport speeds, six pieces of control
information are needed.
[0004] In view of the foregoing, a transport speed con-
trol device that can reduce the number of pieces of control
information of the heat generating elements until a target
transport speed is reached, while maintaining the number
of available transport speeds, is desirable.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0005] To solve the above-cited problems, there is pro-
vided a thermal printer comprising:

a communication interface configured to receive
print data from an external device;
a thermal print head configured to thermally print on
a sheet, line by line according to the received print
data;
a motor configured to drive a roller to transport the
sheet, line by line according to the received print da-
ta; and
a processor configured to:

determine, for a current print line, a target trans-
port speed for transporting the sheet,

retrieve one or more intermediate speeds that are
defined in advance and are between a current trans-
port speed of transporting the sheet and the target
transport speed,
retrieve, for each determined intermediate speed,
predetermined heating control information for heat-

ing the thermal print head,
control the motor to transport the sheet at each de-
termined intermediate speed and the target transport
speed, sequentially, and
control the thermal print head to be heated in accord-
ance with the predetermined heating control infor-
mation corresponding to the determined intermedi-
ate speed closest to the current speed.

[0006] In an exemplary embodiment the processor
preferably may further be configured to determine the
target transport speed based on a print rate of the current
print line.
[0007] Preferably the thermal printer according to the
embodiment of the present invention may further com-
prise:

a storage unit that stores a plurality of transport
speeds each in association with a different print rate
range, wherein
the processor determines the target transport speed
as the transport speed that is stored in association
with the print rate range that corresponds to the de-
termined print rate of the current print line.

[0008] In the embodiment the storage unit preferably
may further be configured to store a plurality of predeter-
mined heating control information each in association
with a different transport speed range, and
the processor preferably may further be configured to
retrieve the one or more intermediate speeds as one in-
termediate speed in each stored transport speed range
between the current transport speed and the target trans-
port speed, and to control thermal print head to be heated
in accordance with the predetermined heating control in-
formation by applying a control signal based on the pre-
determined heating control information associated with
the corresponding transport speed range.
[0009] In the embodiment preferably each predeter-
mined heating control information may define a pulse
width.
[0010] In the embodiment the pulse width preferably
may be calculated according to a ratio of an upper trans-
port speed of the range to the current speed multiplied
by a stored pulse width associated with the correspond-
ing intermediate speed.
[0011] In the embodiment the print head preferably
may include a plurality of heat generating elements ar-
ranged in a direction orthogonal to a sheet transport di-
rection.
[0012] In the embodiment the print rate preferably may
be a ratio of the number of heat generating elements to
be used to print the current line and the total number of
heat generating elements.
[0013] In the embodiment the sheet preferably may be
a roll paper.
[0014] Preferably the thermal printer according to the
embodiment of the present invention may further com-
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prise:

a speed reduction mechanism configured to transfer
rotation force of the motor to the roller.

[0015] In another exemplary embodiment there is also
provided a method of controlling a thermal printer com-
prising:

receiving print data from an external device;
determining, for a current print line to be thermally
printed on a sheet by a thermal print head, a target
transport speed for transporting the sheet;
retrieving one or more intermediate speeds that are
defined in advance and are between a current trans-
port speed of transporting the sheet and the target
transport speed;
retrieving, for each determined intermediate speed,
predetermined heating control information for heat-
ing the thermal print head;
controlling a motor to transport the sheet at each
determined intermediate speed and the target trans-
port speed, sequentially; and
controlling the thermal print head to be heated in
accordance with the predetermined heating control
information corresponding to the determined inter-
mediate speed closest to the current speed.

[0016] In the embodiment the target transport speed
preferably may be determined based on a print rate of
the current print line.
[0017] The method according to the embodiment of
the present invention may further comprise:

storing a plurality of transport speeds each in asso-
ciation with a different print rate range, wherein

the target transport speed is determined as the transport
speed that is stored in association with the print rate
range that corresponds to the determined print rate of
the current print line.
[0018] The method according to the embodiment of
the present invention may further comprise:

storing a plurality of predetermined heating control
information each in association with a different trans-
port speed range, wherein:

the one or more intermediate speeds are deter-
mined as one intermediate speed in each stored
transport speed range between the current
transport speed and the target transport speed,
and
the thermal print head is controlled to be heated
in accordance with the predetermined heating
control information by applying a control signal
based on the predetermined heating control in-
formation associated with the corresponding

transport speed range.

[0019] In the embodiment preferably each predeter-
mined heating control information may define a pulse
width.
[0020] In the embodiment the pulse width preferably
may be calculated according to a ratio of an upper trans-
port speed of the range to the current speed multiplied
by a stored pulse width associated with the correspond-
ing intermediate speed.
[0021] In the embodiment the print head preferably
may include a plurality of heat generating elements ar-
ranged in a direction orthogonal to a sheet transport di-
rection.
[0022] In the embodiment the print rate preferably may
be a ratio of the number of heat generating elements to
be used to print the current line and the total number of
heat generating elements.
[0023] In the embodiment the sheet preferably may be
a roll paper.
[0024] In the embodiment a speed reduction mecha-
nism preferably may transfer rotation force of the motor
to the roller.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The above and other objects, features and ad-
vantages of the present invention will be made apparent
from the following description of the preferred embodi-
ments, given as non-limiting examples, with reference to
the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a thermal printer ac-
cording to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration
of the thermal printer.
FIG. 3 illustrates the relationship of the arrangement
positions of a platen roller and a thermal head.
FIG. 4 illustrates the thermal head, as viewed from
above.
FIG. 5 illustrates transport speed data.
FIG. 6 illustrates control data for constant-speed
phase.
FIG. 7 illustrates control data for variable-speed
phase.
FIG. 8 illustrates control data for variable-speed
phase in which the pulse width of a heat generation
pulse signal is determined for each step.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a heat generation
control process.
FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a heat generation
control process for variable-speed phase.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] A thermal printer according to an embodiment
includes a communication interface that receives print
data from an external device. A thermal print head ther-
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mally prints on a sheet, line by line according to the re-
ceived print data. A motor drives a roller to transport the
sheet, line by line according to the received print data. A
processor determines, for a current print line, a target
transport speed for transporting the sheet, and retrieves
one or more intermediate speeds that are defined in ad-
vance and are between a current transport speed of
transporting the sheet and the target transport speed.
The processor also retrieves, for each determined inter-
mediate speed, predetermined heating control informa-
tion for heating the thermal print head. The processor
controls the motor to transport the sheet at each deter-
mined intermediate speed and the target transport
speed, sequentially. The thermal print head is heated in
accordance with the predetermined heating control infor-
mation corresponding to the determined intermediate
speed closest to the current speed. Hereinafter, an em-
bodiment will be described with reference to the draw-
ings. A thermal printer with a heat generation controller
according to this embodiment is used for a POS (point
of sales) terminal. In the drawings, the same or equivalent
parts are denoted by the same reference signs.
[0027] As illustrated in FIG. 1, a thermal printer 1 in-
cludes a holder H which removably stores and holds a
roll paper PR. The roll paper PR is a roll of thermosen-
sitive paper which develops color by being heated. The
leading edge of the roll paper PR held by the holder H is
transported in a direction orthogonal to the axis of rotation
of the roll paper PR from the distal end thereof, and in-
formation such as a transaction statement (contents of
purchased products) is printed on the transported paper.
[0028] The thermal printer 1 controls the transport
speed of the paper according to the print rate of print data
representing the transaction statement information. The
thermal printer 1 also has a plurality of heat generating
elements arrayed in a line in a direction (main scanning
direction) orthogonal to the transport direction (sub scan-
ning direction). The thermal printer 1 controls the heat
generating elements according to the transport speed.
[0029] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the thermal printer 1
includes a control unit 101, a storage unit 102, an oper-
ation unit 103, a display unit 104, a communication unit
105, a motor drive unit 106, a stepping motor (pulse mo-
tor) 107, a speed changing unit 108, a platen roller 109,
a head drive unit 110, and a thermal head 111.
[0030] The operation unit 103 may be an input interface
operated by the user, such as a cover open-close button
for loading and removing the roll paper PR, a power but-
ton for switching on and off the power of the thermal print-
er 1, a feed button for transporting a paper P, or a cut
button for cutting the paper.
[0031] The display unit 104 includes a display device
such as a liquid crystal display, and a lighting device such
as an LED (light emitting diode). The display unit 104
displays information showing various states of the ther-
mal printer 1. For example, the display unit 104 displays
the state of print execution, the open-close state of the
cover, the amount of paper remaining in the roll paper

PR, and the like.
[0032] The communication unit 105 is a communica-
tion interface which communicates with an external de-
vice such as a POS (point of sales) terminal. The com-
munication unit 105 receives print data representing in-
formation such as transaction details from the external
device via a network. The communication unit 105 sup-
plies the received print data to the control unit 101. The
communication unit 105 may communicate with the ex-
ternal device vie either wired or wireless communication.
[0033] The motor drive unit 106 supplies a transport
pulse signal to the stepping motor 107 under the control
of the control unit 101, and thus drives the stepping motor
107.
[0034] The stepping motor 107 receives the transport
pulse signal from the motor drive unit 106 and rotates by
an amount per pulse that is defined in advance, according
to the received transport pulse signal.
[0035] The speed changing unit 108 includes a speed
reduction mechanism including a plurality of gears or the
like. The speed changing unit 108 is provided between
the stepping motor 107 and the platen roller 109. The
speed changing unit 108 transmits the rotational force of
the stepping motor 107 to the platen roller 109 and thus
causes the platen roller 109 to rotate.
[0036] The platen roller 109 rotates by the rotational
force of the stepping motor 107 transmitted thereto via
the speed changing unit 108. Also, the platen roller 109
is provided at a position that faces the thermal head 111,
as shown in FIG. 3. The paper P, that is, the leading end
of the roll paper PR, is carried in the transport direction
(sub scanning direction) by the rotation of the platen roller
109.
[0037] The head drive unit 110 supplies a heat gener-
ation pulse signal (strobe signal) to the thermal head 111
under the control of the control unit 101 and thus drives
a plurality of heat generating elements 111a provided in
the thermal head 111.
[0038] The thermal head 111 receives the heat gener-
ation pulse signal from the head drive unit 110 and prints
one dot line on the paper P at a position that faces the
platen roller 109, in response to the received heat gen-
eration pulse signal.
[0039] The respective heat generating elements 111a
are arrayed in a line in the direction (main scanning di-
rection) orthogonal to the transport direction, as shown
in FIG. 4. The respective heat generating elements 111a
are selectively driven by the heat generation pulse signal
and thus generate heat. Also, the respective heat gen-
erating elements 111a are divided into a plurality of
blocks (element groups) and driven in a time-divisional
manner for each dot line of the print data to be printed.
FIG. 4 shows an example in which the plurality of heat
generating elements 111a is divided into four blocks (el-
ement groups) and driven on a block basis under the
control of the control unit 101.
[0040] The storage unit 102 is a storage device such
as an HDD (hard disk drive), a ROM (read only memory),
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or a flash memory. The storage unit 102 stores programs
and data for the control unit 101 to carry out various kinds
of processing, and data generated and acquired by the
execution of various kinds of processing by the control
unit 101.
[0041] Also, the storage unit 102 stores data (transport
speed data) associating a range of print rate, a transport
speed and a transport frequency (PPS (pulse rate)), as
shown in FIG. 5. Thus, a target transport speed at which
the paper P is transported and a transport frequency of
the stepping motor 107 are set according to the print rate
of print data.
[0042] Also, the storage unit 102 stores control data
for constant-speed phase associating a transport speed,
a heat generating element energizing pulse width, and
the number of energized heat generating element, as
shown in FIG. 6. The control data for constant-speed
phase is data for controlling the heat generating elements
111a during a constant-speed phase.
[0043] The transport speed refers to an available
speed at which the paper P can be carried. Here, seven
transport speeds are provided, including 14.0, 10.0, 8.0,
6.0, 4.0, 2.0, and 1.0 inches per second(IPS). The heat
generating element energizing pulse width refers to the
pulse width of the heat generation pulse (strobe time)
supplied to the thermal head 111 from the head drive unit
110. The number of energized heat generating element
blocks refers to the number of blocks of heat generating
elements 111a driven by the head drive unit 110.
[0044] Also, the storage unit 102 stores control data
for variable-speed phase associating transport speed
ranges with heat generating element control information,
as shown in FIG. 7. The control data for variable-speed
phase is data for controlling the heat generating elements
111a when the transport speed changes.
[0045] The transport speed ranges include at least one
or more intermediate speeds between a minimum value
and a maximum value of the transport speed. Here, the
available transport speed expressed by the transport
speed data shown in FIG. 5 is defined as an intermediate
speed, and the transport speed ranges are thus defined.
In short, in this example, seven ranges are provided be-
tween the minimum value (0 IPS) and the maximum value
(14.0 IPS) of the transport speed.
[0046] The heat generating element control informa-
tion includes a heat generating element energizing pulse
width and the number of energized heat generating ele-
ment blocks. The number of energized heat generating
element blocks refers to the number of blocks of heat
generating elements 111a driven by the head drive unit
110, as in the control data for constant-speed phase.
[0047] The heat generating element energizing pulse
width refers to the pulse width of the heat generation
pulse signal (strobe time) supplied to the thermal head
111 from the head drive unit 110, and is predetermined
according to an arithmetic formula. Here, the arithmetic
formula multiplies the ratio of the transport frequency cor-
responding to the maximum value in the range of the

current transport speed and the current transport fre-
quency, by the pulse width of the heat generation pulse
signal corresponding to that maximum value, and thus
finds the pulse width of the heat generation pulse signal.
For example, if the current transport speed is 10.0 IPS,
which is included in the transport speed range of 10.0 to
14.0 IPS shown in FIG. 7, the ratio of the transport fre-
quency (MF1) corresponding to the maximum value (14.0
IPS) in this range and the current transport frequency
(10.0 IPS) is multiplied by the strobe time (ET1) of the
heat generation pulse signal corresponding to this max-
imum value (14.0 (IPS)), thus finding the strobe time of
the heat generation pulse signal supplied to the thermal
head 111 from the head drive unit 110.
[0048] Furthermore, instead of an arithmetic formula,
information for changing in stages the pulse width of the
pulse signal which drives the heat generating elements
111a may be provided, as shown in FIG. 8. Specifically,
the transport speed range of 10.0 to 14.0 IPS can be
controlled in such a way that the transport speed is
changed in predetermined eight steps. Accordingly,
pulse widths (strobe times) ET11 to ET18 corresponding
to the eight steps are set.
[0049] Turning back to FIG. 2, the control unit 101 in-
cludes a CPU (central processing unit), a RAM (random
access memory) functioning as a working memory of the
CPU, a timer and the like. Also, a part of the control unit
101 may be configured with a dedicated circuit such as
an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or a field
programmable gate array (FPGA).
[0050] The control unit 101 also functions as a print
rate acquisition unit 101a, a target speed setting unit
101b, an intermediate speed acquisition unit 101c, and
a heat generation control unit 101d, by executing a pro-
gram stored in the storage unit 102. That is, in one em-
bodiment, the control unit 101 is a processor that is pro-
grammed to carry out the functions of the print rate ac-
quisition unit 101a, the target speed setting unit 101b,
the intermediate speed acquisition unit 101c, and the
heat generation control unit 101d. In another embodi-
ment, the control unit 201 is a hardware controller, e.g.,
an ASIC or an FPGA, that is configured to carry out the
functions of the print rate acquisition unit 101a, the target
speed setting unit 101b, the intermediate speed acquisi-
tion unit 101c, and the heat generation control unit 101d.
[0051] The heat generation control carried out by the
thermal printer 1 configured as described above will be
described below, with reference to FIGS. 9 and 10.
[0052] The control unit 101 of the thermal printer 1 ex-
ecutes a program stored in the storage unit 102 in re-
sponse to the operation of turning on the power of the
thermal printer 1. Accordingly, the control unit 101 func-
tions as the print rate acquisition unit 101a, the target
speed setting unit 101b, the intermediate speed acquisi-
tion unit 101c, and the heat generation control unit 101d.
[0053] The print rate acquisition unit 101a acquires
print data from an external device such as a POS terminal
via the communication unit 105. The print rate acquisition
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unit 101a sets N expressing the current dot line to "N=0"
(ACT11) at the timing when the print data is acquired,
and subsequently sets N to "N=N+1" (ACT12).
[0054] The print rate acquisition unit 101a acquires the
print rate of the N-th line of the print data (ACT13). The
print rate in this case is the ratio of the number of print
dots to the total number of dots in the dot line, i.e., a ratio
of the number of heat generating elements 111a to be
used to print the current line and the total number of heat
generating elements 111a. In an initialization process af-
ter acquisition of the print data (N=1), the print rate ac-
quisition unit 101a acquires the print rate of the first line
of the print data.
[0055] The target speed setting unit 101b sets the
transport speed and the transport pulse frequency cor-
responding to the print rate acquired by the print rate
acquisition unit 101a, as the target transport speed and
the transport pulse frequency, according to the transport
speed data shown in FIG. 5 (ACT14). For example, if the
print rate R acquired in ACT13 is included in a range of
"Rb≤R≤Rc", 8.0 IPS corresponding to this print rate R is
set as the target transport speed, and MF3 PPS is set
as the transport pulse frequency.
[0056] The target speed setting unit 101b determines
whether the set target transport speed is different from
the current transport speed (ACT15). In the initialization
processing (N=1) after the acquisition of the print data,
the current transport speed is 0 (IPS) and therefore the
target speed setting unit 101b determines that the trans-
port speed needs to be changed (YES in ACT15). In this
case, the intermediate speed acquisition unit 101c exe-
cutes heat generation for variable-speed phase (ACT16).
[0057] The heat generation for variable-speed phase
process of Act 16 is illustrated in FIG. 10. As shown in
FIG. 10, the intermediate speed acquisition unit 101c ac-
quires a predetermined intermediate speed between the
target transport speed set by the target speed setting unit
101b and the current transport speed (ACT161). As the
intermediate speed, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, and 14.0
(IPS) are defined. Therefore, here, the intermediate
speed acquisition unit 101c acquires 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and
6.0 (IPS) as the intermediate speed.
[0058] The heat generation control unit 101d selects
each of the ranges between the current transport speed
to the target transport speed corresponding to the inter-
mediate speeds acquired by the intermediate speed ac-
quisition unit 101c, referring to the control data for vari-
able-speed phase shown in FIG. 7, and thus acquires
heat generating element control information for each of
the ranges (ACT162). Since the current transport speed
is 0 (IPS) and the target transport speed is set to 8.0
(IPS), the heat generation control unit 101d acquires the
heat generating element control information set for each
of the ranges No. 3 to No. 7.
[0059] Then, the heat generation control unit 101d se-
lects the heat generating element control information cor-
responding to the range including the current transport
speed, from among the heat generating element control

information acquired in ACT162 (ACT163). If the current
transport speed is 0 (IPS), the heat generation control
unit 101d selects the heat generating element control
information corresponding to the range No. 7.
[0060] The heat generation control unit 101d controls
the heat generating elements 111a, based on the select-
ed heat generating element control information
(ACT164). Specifically, the heat generation control unit
101d finds the pulse width of the heat generation pulse
signal (strobe time) corresponding to the range No. 7 by
the arithmetic formula "(MF7/Current MF)3ET7". Also,
the number of energized heat generating element blocks
in the range No. 7 is "4". Therefore, the heat generation
control unit 101d drives the heat generating elements
111a corresponding to four (all) blocks, based on the
heat generation pulse signal with the pulse width thus
found.
[0061] The heat generation control unit 101d deter-
mines whether the target transport speed or the final
speed of the target range is reached or not (ACT165,
ACT166). If it is determined that the final speed of the
target range is reached (YES in ACT 166), the heat gen-
eration control unit 101d returns to ACT163. In this case,
the heat generation control unit 101d selects the heat
generating element control information corresponding to
the next range (range including the current transport
speed) and carries out processing similar to the above,
in ACT164. For example, if 1.0 IPS, which is the final
speed of the range No. 7, is reached, the heat generation
control unit 101d carries out processing to control the
heat generating elements 111a, based on the heat gen-
erating element control information corresponding to the
range No. 2.
[0062] The heat generation control unit 101d repeats
the processing of ACT163 to ACT166 and thus controls
the heat generating elements 111a, based on the heat
generating element control information corresponding to
each range, until the transport speed of the paper P
reaches the target transport speed (8.0 (IPS)). Then, if
the target transport speed is reached (YES in ACT165),
the heat generation control unit 101d shifts to ACT16
shown in FIG. 9.
[0063] Back to FIG. 9, if it is determined in ACT15 that
the transport speed does not change (NO in ACT15), or
after the processing of ACT16 is carried out, the heat
generation control unit 101d controls the heat generating
elements 111a until the printing of the N-th line is finished,
based on the heat generation pulse signal with the pulse
width corresponding to the current transport speed (pre-
determined speed) of the control data for constant-speed
phase shown in FIG. 6 and the set number of blocks.
[0064] Subsequently, the heat generation control unit
101d determines whether N is the final line or not
(ACT18). If N is not the final line, the heat generation
control unit 101d returns to ACT12, increments N, and
carries out processing similar to the above (NO in
ACT18). Meanwhile, if N is the final line, the heat gener-
ation control unit 101d ends the heat generation control
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(YES in ACT18).
[0065] The thermal printer 1 according to the embod-
iment acquires at least one or more predetermined inter-
mediate speeds between a target transport speed and
the current transport speed, and controls the heat gen-
erating elements 111a until the transport speed of the
paper P reaches the target transport speed, based on
the heat generating element control information for each
of the ranges from the current transport speed to the tar-
get transport speed, divided by the acquired intermediate
speeds. Thus, the number of pieces of heat generating
element control information processed until the target
transport speed is reached can be reduced while the
number of available transport speeds is maintained.
[0066] The embodiment is an example and various
changes and applications are possible.
[0067] For example, the heat controller according to
the embodiment may be configured as a device which is
independent of the heat generating elements 111a. Also,
the heat generation controller may be provided with a
POS terminal or an ATM (automated teller machine) ter-
minal.
[0068] In the embodiment, an example in which all of
the available transport speeds are defined as intermedi-
ate speeds is described. However, it is possible to employ
a part of these available transport speeds. For example,
4.0, 6.0, and 10.0 IPS shown in FIG. 5 may be defined
as intermediate speeds. Also, speeds other than the
available transport speeds (such as 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0 IPS)
may be defined as intermediate speeds.
[0069] In the arithmetic formula to find the heat gener-
ating element energizing pulse width in the embodiment,
the transport frequency corresponding to the maximum
value of the transport speed and the pulse width of the
heat generation pulse signal (strobe time) are used. How-
ever, a transport frequency and a pulse width corre-
sponding to a value (minimum value or average value)
other than the maximum value of the transport speed
may be used.
[0070] In the embodiment, an example in which a tar-
get transport speed is decided according to the print rate
is described. However, the target transport speed may
be set, based on the combination of the print rate and
another criterion, or based on a criterion that does not
include the print rate. As another criterion, for example,
the number of driven blocks when the heat generating
elements 111a of the thermal head 111 are driven on a
block basis may be employed.
[0071] In the embodiment, the thermal printer with the
roll paper PR stored therein is described as an example.
However, the heat generation control device may be con-
figured to control heat generating elements which print
on a regular-sized paper or a folded continuous sheet.
[0072] While the embodiment is described above, the
embodiment is presented as an example and not intend-
ed to limit the scope of the invention. This novel embod-
iment can be carried out in various other configurations.
Various omission, replacements, and changes can be

made without departing from the scope of the invention.
The embodiment and modifications thereof are included
in the scope of the invention and also included in the
scope of the invention and equivalents thereof described
in the claims.

Claims

1. A thermal printer comprising:

a communication interface configured to receive
print data from an external device;
a thermal print head configured to thermally print
on a sheet, line by line according to the received
print data;
a motor configured to drive a roller to transport
the sheet, line by line according to the received
print data; and
a processor configured to:

determine, for a current print line, a target
transport speed for transporting the sheet,
retrieve one or more intermediate speeds
that are defined in advance and are be-
tween a current transport speed of trans-
porting the sheet and the target transport
speed,
retrieve, for each determined intermediate
speed, predetermined heating control infor-
mation for heating the thermal print head,
control the motor to transport the sheet at
each determined intermediate speed and
the target transport speed, sequentially,
and
control the thermal print head to be heated
in accordance with the predetermined heat-
ing control information corresponding to the
determined intermediate speed closest to
the current speed.

2. The thermal printer according to claim 1, wherein the
processor is further configured to determine the tar-
get transport speed based on a print rate of the cur-
rent print line.

3. The thermal printer according to claim 2, further com-
prising:

a storage unit configured to store a plurality of
transport speeds each in association with a dif-
ferent print rate range, wherein
the processor is further configured to determine
the target transport speed as the transport
speed that is stored in association with the print
rate range that corresponds to the determined
print rate of the current print line.
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4. The thermal printer according to claim 3, wherein:

the storage unit is further configured to store a
plurality of predetermined heating control infor-
mation each in association with a different trans-
port speed range, and
the processor is further configured to:

retrieve the one or more intermediate
speeds as one intermediate speed in each
stored transport speed range between the
current transport speed and the target
transport speed, and
control thermal print head to be heated in
accordance with the predetermined heating
control information by applying a control sig-
nal based on the predetermined heating
control information associated with the cor-
responding transport speed range.

5. The thermal printer according to claim 4, wherein
each predetermined heating control information de-
fines a pulse width.

6. The thermal printer according to claim 5, wherein the
pulse width is calculated according to a ratio of an
upper transport speed of the range to the current
speed multiplied by a stored pulse width associated
with the corresponding intermediate speed.

7. The thermal printer according to any one of claims
1-6, wherein the print head includes a plurality of
heat generating elements arranged in a direction or-
thogonal to a sheet transport direction.

8. The thermal printer according to any one of claims
1-7, further comprising:

a speed reduction mechanism configured to
transfer rotation force of the motor to the roller.

9. A method of controlling a thermal printer comprising:

receiving print data from an external device;
determining, for a current print line to be ther-
mally printed on a sheet by a thermal print head,
a target transport speed for transporting the
sheet;
retrieving one or more intermediate speeds that
are defined in advance and are between a cur-
rent transport speed of transporting the sheet
and the target transport speed;
retrieving, for each determined intermediate
speed, predetermined heating control informa-
tion for heating the thermal print head;
controlling a motor to transport the sheet at each
determined intermediate speed and the target
transport speed, sequentially; and

controlling the thermal print head to be heated
in accordance with the predetermined heating
control information corresponding to the deter-
mined intermediate speed closest to the current
speed.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the target
transport speed is determined based on a print rate
of the current print line.

11. The method according to claim 10, further compris-
ing:

storing a plurality of transport speeds each in
association with a different print rate range,
wherein
the target transport speed is determined as the
transport speed that is stored in association with
the print rate range that corresponds to the de-
termined print rate of the current print line.

12. The method according to claim 11, further compris-
ing:

storing a plurality of predetermined heating con-
trol information each in association with a differ-
ent transport speed range, wherein:

the one or more intermediate speeds are
determined as one intermediate speed in
each stored transport speed range between
the current transport speed and the target
transport speed, and
the thermal print head is controlled to be
heated in accordance with the predeter-
mined heating control information by apply-
ing a control signal based on the predeter-
mined heating control information associat-
ed with the corresponding transport speed
range.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein each pre-
determined heating control information defines a
pulse width.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the pulse
width is calculated according to a ratio of an upper
transport speed of the range to the current speed
multiplied by a stored pulse width associated with
the corresponding intermediate speed.

15. The method according to claim 9, wherein the print
head includes a plurality of heat generating elements
arranged in a direction orthogonal to a sheet trans-
port direction.
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